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Disea'ses :arnajorconstraint tosugarcane production
-

-

Sugarcane pathogens systemically infect sugarcane and over the
years the varieties degenerate due to the systemic colonization of
different pathogens. Such degeneration in sugarcane varieties affect
cane growth and photosynthetic efficiency, which directly results in
reduced cane yield and sugar yield. Although many viral1 bacterial
pathogens do not cause any symptoms in the field, continuous
vegetative propagation results in enhanced pathogen load that would
increase the pathogenic potential to cause disease. Also combined
infection of two or more virallbacterial pathogens causes more
damage in the field. Additionally infection of one pathogen makes the
plant more susceptible to another. In this way, a variety degenerates,
faster and its potential comes down. We have found this phenomenon
in varieties where combined infection of mosaic, yellow leaf and
ratoon stunting occur. Even infection with two pathogens is sufficient
for the decline of varieties. Hence, to sustain cane yield in an area we
need to maintain vigour of the crop by eliminating the systemically
infected pathogen(s).
ane planting: conventionaland new methods

Traditionally, sugarcane is multiplied through seed canes i.e. setts.
Sugarcane nurseries are established and seed canes are being
supplied to the growers. The recommended three-tier seed nursery
programme comprising breeder seed, foundation seed and certified
seed is advocated to ensure supply of disease free seed canes to the
farmers. However, recently sugarcane multiplication through other
meansviz., polybag planting with single buds, tissue culture seedlings
derived through meristem culture, planting of seedlings raised from
bud chips etc. are also in practice (Fig.1). In addition, sugarcane setts
are also being planted in methods other than conventional ridges and
furrow system such as wide row planting, pit-method of planting
(Fig.2), trench method of planting (Fig.3) etc. and usually these
methods are combined with drip-irrigation. Going for seedlings
derived through tlssue culture ensure supply of disease-free planting
material. However it is recommended only for initial multiplication not
for commercial planting. In this bulletin disease management is being
reviewed in tune with the new planting methods in sugarcane.
managementvis-A-vis sugarcane planting methods

In conventional planting system a higher seed rate is followed which
leads to high shoot population initially in the field. However,in the new
methods seedlings are planted in definite spacing. Hence, loss of
seedlings due to diseases would affect significantly the overall shoot
population later. While raising seedlingsfrom single buds or bud chips
care should be taken to select disease free nurseries. These nurseries
should have been well monitored for diseases from planting onwards.
Any crop with red rot incidence is not suitable for seed purpose. Also
disease incidence of more than 1.O% is not suitable in case of smut

and grassy shoot. Even though the
clumps near the affected clump
are apparently free from the
disease there is a possibility of
dormant infections of different
pathogens that may be expressed
in next olantina season. Hence.
such fieids are-not advocated fo;
seed purpose.
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Fig 1. Raising of sugarcane seedlings in a
budchipnursery

budlchip planting i n nurseries

In nurseries where single bud setts or bud chips are used they have the
advantage of selecting disease free canes for field planting. Here, the
seed canes are closely inspected while cuttinglbefore planting. Any
dormant infections on nodal region in the form of restricted lesions on
buds, root eyes and leaf scar regions may be easily diagnosed. In
addition the budslbud chips can be treated with fungicidal solution
very efficiently. By this approach fungicidal uptake is improved
significantly as compared to two or three budded setts. Efficient
fungicide uptake would result in killing of pathogenic propagules
present internally orexternally on the nodes.
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After planting of single budslbud chips in the polybags or in trays,
germination and post-germination growth of seedlings are needed to
be monitored carefully for a month. By this way, weak or diseased
seedlingc are rejected and only healthy seedlings are planted in the
field. This approach ensures supply of disease freelvigorous
seedlings in the field. Primary transmission of many diseases through
setts i- --himized in these approaches.
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Recently wide row planting following different planting geometry is.
:
being practiced in many States depending upon the variety, soil typep $ 1
and other factors. Alternatively, pit-method of planting is also g a i n i n g a
acceptance in different locations. Such type of new planting methods,
have a different growth pattern of sugarcane in the field. These
systems ensure easy access to interior parts of sugarcane field which
is not possible in conventional' planting system where easy access is
practically impossible after 5 to 6 mqnths. Usually many diseases start
appearing in such growth phases in sporadic level increase to a
significant level by the time of harvest. The new planting approaches
.
would ensure periodical monitoring
of diseases even during late
matul'ing phases which is an
advantage over the conventional
systems where disease monitoring
through survey and surveillance is
difficult.
Another important attribute in the
new methods is controlled irrigation.
In conventional system dense
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Fig 2. Pit method of sugarc-. .- planting
with drip irrigation

planting combined with and flood irrigation gives a microclimate
favourable to the plant pathogens. However in the new approaches
spread ofthe disease through irrigation water is reduced completely in
case of soil borne diseases. Secondary infection of diseases from
infected clumps to healthy ones through irrigation water .is very
common in case of red rot. lnocula of other pathogens are also
passively carried through irrigation water. The microclimate with high
humiditylmoist atmosphere under the canopy favours pathogen
infection and spread in case of foliar diseases as well as in stalk
diseases.
In pit method of planting the primary infection affects only the
respective pits. Such affected canes in the pits can be easily uprooted
and destroyed. The left over inoculum in the pits would be effectively
decontaminated by drenching with suitable fungicides. This approach
would be more suitable for red rot management in different locations.
Since the primary infection is contained at early stage chances for
secondary spread is minimized in the field.

management in ratoons
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Most of the pathogens probably except foliar pathogens reside
systemically in sugarcane. In the plant crop the disease expression is
delayed or very low in endemic
locations. It is primarily due to low
inoculum level in the plant which
is insufficient to cause the
disease. However, at the end of
the plant crop the inoculum level
; . builds up resulting in diseas
expression at higher levels I
-stoons. Hence, disease
lanagement i n plant crop
jarcane crop in
rench &hod of planting
ensures healthy ratoon crop.
Unlike conventional planting method the recent methods give scope
for effective management of sugarcane diseases in ratoons.
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